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FOREWORD

The Solid Waste Authority of Central Ohio (SWACO) was created in 1989 in response to 
legislation promulgated by the State of Ohio.  Ohio House Bill 592 required communities to 
manage solid waste in order to meet waste reduction and management goals.  This came at a time 
when Ohio was facing a landfill space shortage and a potential solid waste management crisis. 

SWACO’s mission is to manage the District municipal solid waste stream to achieve 
environmentally responsible and cost-effective disposal, reduce reliance on landfilling through 
waste reduction and recycling, treat solid waste as a resource capable of yielding recovered 
materials and energy, and plan future disposal capacity for the District.

Our guiding principals include focusing on the use of technically viable and economically sound 
technologies; utilizing proven business principles in the management of District programs and 
projects; promoting public awareness and knowledge concerning effective and efficient 
management of the District municipal solid waste stream; assuring that all initiatives involving 
outside private or public sector partners identify and incorporate mutually beneficial outcomes; 
and supporting waste reduction, recycling, and reuse programs and technologies that will be both 
environmentally and economically sustainable. 

In cooperation with The PAST Foundation, SWACO is proud to sponsor Garbology.  We believe 
that students of all ages need to approach waste management with a new outlook.  Garbage is a 
resource and not just something that is buried out of sight in a landfill.  Garbology gives students 
a first-hand experience at what people throw away and shows them how we can alter our 
behavior to bring about a greater change for the benefit of all.

As our education system inspires leaders for tomorrow we hope these lessons will act as a 
catalyst in changing behaviors. The preservation of our planet relies on a new approach to waste 
management that will encourage us to use today’s trash as tomorrow’s treasure. 

Solid Waste Authority of Central Ohio 
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INTRODUCTION

This publication represents a two year, partnership between the PAST Foundation and 
SWACO in an effort to bring engaging educational programming regarding current issues 
around waste management to the schools of Ohio.  The challenge set forth by SWACO in 
2006 was to effect change in how the youth of Central Ohio address the issue of waste 
and waste management.  As explained to PAST Foundation, “recycling is not working 
waste and waste management are global issues that the youth of Central Ohio will 
continue to face throughout their lives” (Long, 2006).  To successfully effect change, 
people need to rethink how they waste and manage waste. 

The project undertaken by PAST partnered with SWACO and Metro High School of 
Columbus sought to begin the process of effecting change in 100 ninth graders.  To do 
this PAST and Metro piloted the program Garbology.  Garbology sought to explore waste 
and waste management through a ‘systems and engineering’ approach exploring the 
global issues of waste and waste management holistically by melding science, 
technology, math, language arts, social studies and language. This holistic approach had 
the tenth graders reading William Rathje’s book, Rubbish for English class while 
listening to guest lecturers from Mexico describe in their native language how their 
country handle waste and waste management.  Simultaneously science classes explored 
waste management technologies while social studies classes reviewed how humans have 
handled waste management over the centuries.  Math led the way studying what Rathje 
calls “in sight – out of mind,” the students’ garbage created each at lunch.  These lessons 
and projects coupled with activities and a field trip to the sanitary landfill totally 
immersed the students in the issues of waste and waste management.  It exposed them to 
their own behavior, a behavior they did not perceive and it enlightened them regarding 
current and futuristic methods of managing waste.  In short, Garbology opened the door 
to effecting change. 

Focused on disseminating the pilot, PAST and SWACO hosted a Teachers’ Workshop. 
At the workshop pilot presentations and activities were presented to the teachers who 
were encouraged to conceive and build-out Garbology to fit their school and students’ 
specific needs.  Concepts and activities from the workshop are included in this packet.
From the pilot, the program was introduced to schools around Central Ohio employing 
Metro High School student interns to assist in the delivery of the Sort Activity.  The 
program was sent out to over a dozen schools and during the academic school year 
2007/2008 more than a thousand students in Central Ohio sorted garbage.  As the beta 
test of Garbology proceeded the Metro interns began to discuss ways to tailor and perfect 
the program.  They initiated the ‘Short Sort’ to better accommodate varying school period 
lengths, and narrowed the garbage used in the activity to only that collected from the 
school’s cafeteria.  In this way the interns argued that the activity was scalable and truly 
represented the waste footprint of the students and thus would have a greater impact on 
their perception of waste management.  

The materials presented in this booklet and the DVD represents two and a half years of 
design, development and implementation.  Included are outlines of the digital 
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presentations and the accompanying Ohio Educational Standards for math and science 
that apply for 9th and 10th grades.  In addition, there are links to other programs that have 
been developed for schools, concept suggestions put together by teachers who attended 
the Garbology Workshop, and two popular art lessons developed by Eric Marlowe 
utilizing recycled items.  A separate DVD is available with the digital presentations and 
video clips from William Rathje’s The Garbage of US.

Environmentalists, anthropologists and teachers, across the country, have followed
Garbology closely.  In 2007, the pilot program was awarded an Emerald by SWACO for 
excellence in environmental education.  In the same year the Philadelphia Recycling 
Association also recognized the program as setting new standards in engaging 
environmental education.  The need to effect change with respect to waste management is 
a global issue.  It is our hope that Garbology has the potential to profoundly affect the 
youth of today successfully changing how they waste and manage waste in the future.  
The PAST Foundation is proud to have partnered with SWACO tackling this current and 
important global issue in a way that engages students, promotes stewardship and 
challenges our youth to change. 

Executive Director 
PAST Foundation 

2008
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Content Area Suggested Connections 
Science
Earth Science Earth Sciences on placement of landfills 

Groundwater and percolation 
Stable vs. unstable geology 
Sediments and Stratigraphy 

Biology Decomposition 
 Aerobic vs. Anaerobic
 Production of Bio-Diesel
Chemistry Off-gassing of Landfills 
Physics Compaction 
Technology

Methods used to accommodate waste 
Engineering

Constructing a Sanitary Landfill 
What is the future of mining landfills 

Math
General Fractions 
 Graphing 
Algebra Statistics of waste 
 Extrapolation 
Geometry Volume vs. Mass 

Mapping a site 
Language Arts 
 Reading: Rubbish by Wm. Rathje 

Socratic Discussion on changing how we waste 
Review of news regarding garbage in the news 
Poetry Competition: All poems begin with the Wm. 
Rathje quote: In sight, Out of Mind….
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Content Area Suggested Connections 

Global Languages 
 Vocabulary of Garbage

Guest lecturer who describes how garbage is 
accommodated in other countries 

Social Studies 
Geography Where are landfills usually located 

How large are landfills 
History How did ancient peoples accommodate garbage 

What does archaeology of landfills reveal  
Policy How do we affect change in waste policy 
Fine Arts 

Trash Art: Using recyclable items to create beauty 
Trash Man; construction of a superhero from 
recycled materials 
Competition: Getting people to recycle by creating a 
set of games like a festival all revolving around 
recycling

�

�
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Waste 
Management

Waste 
Management

A Brief HistoryA Brief History

The First TrashThe First Trash
� Trash is a tangible relic of past cultures
� A window into a culture’s past behaviors

� Middens are ancient trash dumps. 
� Shells, bones, ceramics, glass do not decompose

� Wadi Hammeh (12,000 y.a.)
� 27 - Early evidence of semi-permanent settlements
� Dated by using radioactive dating techniques
� Broken stoneware, food waste, and stone chips from 

toolmaking

Earliest Waste ManagementEarliest Waste Management

� First organized waste management arrived with year-
round, permanent settlements, about 10,000 years ago
� What kinds of waste were being generated?
� In Ancient Troy:

� Smaller garbage items were often simply thrown 
to the floor

� Large garbage items were tossed to the ground or 
into the streets of ancient urban centers

� What might happen to this garbage?

� First organized waste management arrived with year-
round, permanent settlements, about 10,000 years ago
� What kinds of waste were being generated?
� In Ancient Troy:

� Smaller garbage items were often simply thrown 
to the floor

� Large garbage items were tossed to the ground or 
into the streets of ancient urban centers

� What might happen to this garbage?

Urban Waste ManagementUrban Waste Management

� Ancient Egypt, circa 2100 BCE
� Wealthy had trash collected to be dumped in Nile 

River
� Athens, Greece, circa 500 BCE

� First municipal dumping regulations
� All garbage required to be dumped at least one mile 

outside city walls

� Ancient Egypt, circa 2100 BCE
� Wealthy had trash collected to be dumped in Nile 

River
� Athens, Greece, circa 500 BCE

� First municipal dumping regulations
� All garbage required to be dumped at least one mile 

outside city walls

What do both of these methods have in common?
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One Man’s Waste Is Another 
Man’s Treasure

One Man’s Waste Is Another 
Man’s Treasure

� If not all waste was
dumped, then what 
happened to it?
� Food scraps eaten by 

people, stray animals like 
dogs and pigs

� Materials and goods picked 
up by scavengers for 
salvage

� Construction debris used 
for new buildings, e.g. as a 
foundation

� Even in the distant past, 
people were reusing and 
recycling
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Getting Medieval on GarbageGetting Medieval on Garbage

�London, in the 13th 
and 14th centuries
�Fines against street 

littering enacted in 
1280
�These are poorly 

enforced
�Thames River heavily 

polluted from open 
dumping and latrines
�Main source of 

residential water
�Parliament bans 

open dumping in 
waterways in 1388
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The Black PlagueThe Black Plague

�The Black Plague (AD 
1349)
�Carried by fleas living on 

rats
�Rats attracted by 

garbage
�One-third of all 

Londoners die
�As deaths skyrocketed, 

waste management 
failed, making the 
situation worse

�The Black Plague (AD 
1349)
�Carried by fleas living on 

rats
�Rats attracted by 

garbage
�One-third of all 

Londoners die
�As deaths skyrocketed, 

waste management 
failed, making the 
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Waste Management in the Early USWaste Management in the Early US

� First European immigrants to New World brought over
waste management practices from the Old World
�17th century, Dumping in the streets was common
�1690- Rittenhouse mill begins processing used 

paper and rags for making recycled paper
�18th century, Virginians burying some garbage
�1757- Benjamin Franklin starts up municipal street

cleaning in Philadelphia
�1776- New York residents melt down a statue of

King George III for use as bullets in the 
Revolutionary War
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Garbage as FillerGarbage as Filler

�Trash filled Mayan
temples and 
Egyptian pyramids

�Garbage used to 
create New York’s 
shoreline
�The Ronson Ship

�Built ~1710
�Scuttled ~1750
�Discovered in 1982
�Reburied at Fresh 

Kills in 1983

The Origins of the Throwaway SocietyThe Origins of the Throwaway Society

�The Industrial 
Revolution in the 
19th century
�Tin Cans (1810)
�Corrugated Cardboard

(1890)
�Commercial 

Packaging, plastics
�Factory-made clothing
�Milled lumber for 

construction

All this means more and more garbage!

US Waste Management at the
Turn of the Century

US Waste Management at the
Turn of the Century

• Late 1800’s
�1880, only a quarter of American cities provided waste 

management services
�1880s first US incinerator opens in NYC
�1896 First recycling center opens in NYC
�1910 80% of cities have municipally-run waste 

collection/management
�1914 there are 300 operating incinerators in the US

�many close due to the emission of noxious fumes
�Waste Reduction plants built

�Basically stew garbage to render out fat and other 
substances

�Most close due to fumes
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Composition of US GarbageComposition of US Garbage

� The makeup of our garbage has changed over time
�In 1916, it was estimated that 80% of NYC’s daily 

trash output was in the form of coal and ash
�This dropped to 43% by 1939
�What might it be today?

� More and more of what we use is disposable
�Product packaging has become more common
�What are some items that you have used and then 

thrown away in the last week?
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Breakdown of US Municipal
Solid Waste by Material

Breakdown of US Municipal
Solid Waste by Material

Breakdown of US Municipal Solid 
Waste by Category

Breakdown of US Municipal Solid 
Waste by Category
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� Wadi Hammeh (12,000 y.a.)
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� Dated by using radioactive dating techniques
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3 Earliest Waste Management
� First organized waste management arrived with year-round, permanent settlements, about 10,000 years ago
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� In Ancient Troy:

� Smaller garbage items were often simply thrown to the floor
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� Wealthy had trash collected to be dumped in Nile River
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� First municipal dumping regulations
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� Materials and goods picked up by scavengers for salvage
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� Even in the distant past, people were reusing and recycling
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�Thames River heavily polluted from open dumping and latrines
� Main source of residential water
� Parliament bans open dumping in waterways in 1388

7 The Black Plague
�The Black Plague (AD 1349)

�Carried by fleas living on rats
� Rats attracted by garbage

�One-third of all Londoners die
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�First European immigrants to New World brought over waste management practices from the Old World

�17th century, Dumping in the streets was common
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�18th century, Virginians burying some garbage
�1757- Benjamin Franklin starts up municipal street cleaning in Philadelphia
�1776- New York residents melt down a statue of King George III for use as bullets in the Revolutionary War

9 Garbage as Filler
�Trash filled Mayan temples and Egyptian pyramids

�Garbage used to create New York’s shoreline
�The Ronson Ship
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LESSON 1   WASTE MANAGEMENT  

VOCABULARY

� Cess Pools 
� Lay Stalls 
� Plague
� Recycle
� Reuse
� Waste 
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Garbology 
 
Ohio Academic Content Standards 
Ohio Department of Education, Center for Curriculum and Assessment, Office of Curriculum 
and Instruction 

Grades: 9-10 
 
Lesson 1  Waste Management 
 
Science 

01. Earth and Space Sciences 

Students demonstrate an understanding about how Earth systems and processes interact in the 

geosphere resulting in the habitability of Earth. This includes demonstrating an understanding of 

the composition of the universe, the solar system and Earth. In addition, it includes 

understanding the properties and the interconnected nature of Earth's systems, processes that 

shape Earth and Earth's history. Students also demonstrate an understanding of how the concepts 

and principles of energy, matter, motion and forces explain Earth systems, the solar system and 

the universe. Finally, they grasp an understanding of the historical perspectives, scientific 

approaches and emerging scientific issues associated with Earth and space sciences.  

 

02. Life Sciences 

Students demonstrate an understanding of how living systems function and how they interact 

with the physical environment. This includes an understanding of the cycling of matter and flow 

of energy in living systems. An understanding of the characteristics, structure and function of 

cells, organisms and living systems will be developed. Students will also develop a deeper 

understanding of the principles of heredity, biological evolution, and the diversity and 

interdependence of life. Students demonstrate an understanding of different historical 

perspectives, scientific approaches and emerging scientific issues associated with the life 

sciences.  
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Math 

01. Number, Number Sense and Operations 

Students demonstrate number sense, including an understanding of number systems and 

operations and how they relate to one another. Students compute fluently and make reasonable 

estimates using paper and pencil, technology-supported and mental methods.  

 

02. Measurement 

Students estimate and measure to a required degree of accuracy and precision by selecting and 

using appropriate units, tools and technologies.  

 

05. Data Analysis and Probability 

Students pose questions and collect, organize, represent, interpret and analyze data to answer 

those questions. Students develop and evaluate inferences, predictions and arguments that are 

based on data.  

 

06. Mathematical Processes 

Students use mathematical processes and knowledge to solve problems. Students apply problem-

solving and decision-making techniques, and communicate mathematical ideas. The benchmarks 

for mathematical processes articulate what students should demonstrate in problem solving, 

representation, communication, reasoning and connections at key points in their mathematics 

program. Specific grade-level indicators have not been included for the mathematical processes 

standard because content and processes should be interconnected at the indicator level. 

Therefore, mathematical processes have been embedded within the grade-level indicators for the 

five content standards.  
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Waste Management 
Technologies

Waste Management 
Technologies

Dumping and LitteringDumping and Littering

�Dumping and littering are primitive methods of 
managing our waste streams

�Potentially dangerous to humans and the 
environment, depending on the type of waste

�Often driven by economic considerations
�Dumping can be done at an industrial scale, not 

just by households
�Still common in many countries in the world
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RecyclingRecycling

� Removes certain materials 
from the waste stream
�Paper
�Glass
�Metals
�Certain Plastics
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RecyclingRecycling

� Reduces waste going into 
landfills, which in the long 
run means less landfills

� Reduces need to harvest 
new materials
�Don’t need to cut as 

many trees
�Don’t need to use 

resources to obtain 
steel and aluminum, 
other metals

�Less need for 
petroleum to make 
plastics
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RecyclingRecycling

� Can be done anywhere

� Must have a system in 
place to both collect, sort, 
and process materials

� For most recycling 
systems, people must be 
active participants in 
sorting recyclables
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CompostingComposting

� Depends on allowing organic matter to biodegrade 
through aerobic decomposition
�Aerobic=In the presence of oxygen

�Anaerobic decomposition results in disagreeable 
odors

�Decomposition mostly done by bacteria
�Some animals (insects, worms) also participate
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odors
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CompostingComposting

� Composting agents consume our organic waste, producing 
heat and nutrient-rich compost
�This compost can be used as fertilizer

� Ratio of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and water must be 
carefully controlled
�Air may be pumped in to maintain oxygen
�Fastest decomposition happens when Carbon:Nitrogen 

ratio is about 25 to 1.
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ratio is about 25 to 1.

CompostingComposting

� Carbon:Nitrogen ratio 
controlled by which 
materials are put together 
to compost
�Carbon-rich:  autumn 

leaves, paper, wood 
chips

�Nitrogen-rich: green 
leaves, grass clippings, 
fruit and vegetable 
scraps
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CompostingComposting

�Can be done at an 
industrial scale, or 
just in the home
�Can reduce waste 

going into landfills
�Composted material 

must be used, or 
else it will just take 
up space

�Requires sorting
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IncinerationIncineration

� Waste exposed to a very 
high temperature

� Especially useful for 
biomedical waste and 
certain hazardous wastes

� Reduces volume of waste 
by up to 95%
�Usually closer to 50%

� Heat from combustion can 
be used to create 
electricity

� Waste exposed to a very 
high temperature

� Especially useful for 
biomedical waste and 
certain hazardous wastes

� Reduces volume of waste 
by up to 95%
�Usually closer to 50%

� Heat from combustion can 
be used to create 
electricity

Incineration of waste - material is burned and ash is collected in 
a water chamber. Carbon dioxide, water and air is emitted from 
the smokestack. 
There are various parts of this system including a scrubber which 
eliminates the particulates and acid forming components

IncinerationIncineration

� Incineration by-products
�Hazardous ash after 

combustion
�Greenhouse gasses
�Sulfur dioxide and 

nitrogen oxides
�Dioxins and furans, 

harmful chemicals into 
the air

� Some countries prefer this 
method for managing 
municipal solid waste
�Japan, Sweden, 

Denmark
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Deep Well InjectionDeep Well Injection

� Used for liquid wastes
�Industrial
�Chemical
�Mining
�Petroleum

� Liquid is forced into reservoirs called injection zones 
deep beneath the surface of the earth
�Deep wells lie below aquifers, deeper than 2000 

feet

� Used for liquid wastes
�Industrial
�Chemical
�Mining
�Petroleum

� Liquid is forced into reservoirs called injection zones 
deep beneath the surface of the earth
�Deep wells lie below aquifers, deeper than 2000 

feet

Deep Well InjectionDeep Well Injection

� Material being deposited must not react with the rock that 
makes up the injection zone

� Injection zone must be isolated from aquifers (surrounded 
by aquitards)

� Material being deposited must not react with the rock that 
makes up the injection zone

� Injection zone must be isolated from aquifers (surrounded 
by aquitards)

Problems with deep well injection:
� can cause earthquakes 
� site suitability problems - the most important of all, is to 
ensure that the injection is below the freshwater circulation

Problems with deep well injection:
� can cause earthquakes 
� site suitability problems - the most important of all, is to 
ensure that the injection is below the freshwater circulation

Deep-well injection systemDeep-well injection system Deep Well InjectionDeep Well Injection

� Liquids must be treated for removal of contaminants and 
solids

� Organic materials can lead to bacteria growth

� Injection of material into the earth can affect stability of 
overlying rock
�Can be a concern in seismically-active areas (places with 

lots of earthquakes)

� Liquids must be treated for removal of contaminants and 
solids

� Organic materials can lead to bacteria growth

� Injection of material into the earth can affect stability of 
overlying rock
�Can be a concern in seismically-active areas (places with 

lots of earthquakes)
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Sanitary landfillSanitary landfill

� Buried in the ground under a specially designed tarp

� Potential hazards include leachate - mineralized liquid with 
bacteria may enter the groundwater system

� Escape of methane gas which is a by-product of the 
decomposition
�Can also be harnessed and used as an energy resource

� Buried in the ground under a specially designed tarp

� Potential hazards include leachate - mineralized liquid with 
bacteria may enter the groundwater system

� Escape of methane gas which is a by-product of the 
decomposition
�Can also be harnessed and used as an energy resource

Site selection for landfillsSite selection for landfills

� Topographic relief
�Best sites are top of the hills

� Location of groundwater
�Favorable for deep GW table

� Amount of precipitation
�Areas of low precipitation

� Type of soil and rock
�Example the two figures on the previous page

� Relationship to water flow
�No thru flow of water

� Topographic relief
�Best sites are top of the hills

� Location of groundwater
�Favorable for deep GW table

� Amount of precipitation
�Areas of low precipitation

� Type of soil and rock
�Example the two figures on the previous page

� Relationship to water flow
�No thru flow of water

Low probability of 
contaminating

(low hydraulic 
conductivity rocks)

Low probability of 
contaminating

(low hydraulic 
conductivity rocks)

Pollutants can 
escape into the 
groundwater
(high hydraulic 
conductivity 
rocks)

Pollutants can 
escape into the 
groundwater
(high hydraulic 
conductivity 
rocks)
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Site Selection GuidelinesSite Selection Guidelines

� Good aquifer materials – limestone, sand, fractured rocks 
are bad locations

� Swampy areas and flood plains are bad locations due to the 
low drainage and passage of water

� Close to coast and high hydraulic conductivity make bad 
locations

� Clay pits and flat areas are good choices

� Good aquifer materials – limestone, sand, fractured rocks 
are bad locations

� Swampy areas and flood plains are bad locations due to the 
low drainage and passage of water

� Close to coast and high hydraulic conductivity make bad 
locations

� Clay pits and flat areas are good choices Example of a landfill design where gas and liquids can be 
collected and hence not enter the groundwater

Careful monitoring must be done before, during and after

Example of a landfill design where gas and liquids can be 
collected and hence not enter the groundwater

Careful monitoring must be done before, during and after

Federal Legislation and LandfillsFederal Legislation and Landfills

� Location of landfills must not be in or on floodplains, 
wetlands, unstable lands, earthquake fault zones, or near 
airports

� Construction must include liners and leachate collection 
systems

� Groundwater must be monitored for toxic chemicals

� Must meet financial assurance criteria to ensure 
continued monitoring

� Location of landfills must not be in or on floodplains, 
wetlands, unstable lands, earthquake fault zones, or near 
airports

� Construction must include liners and leachate collection 
systems

� Groundwater must be monitored for toxic chemicals

� Must meet financial assurance criteria to ensure 
continued monitoring
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1 Waste Management Technologies
2 Dumping and Littering

�Dumping and littering are primitive methods of managing our waste streams

�Potentially dangerous to humans and the environment, depending on the type of waste

�Often driven by economic considerations
�Dumping can be done at an industrial scale, not just by households
�Still common in many countries in the world

3 Recycling
�Removes certain materials from the waste stream

� Paper
� Glass
� Metals
� Certain Plastics

4 Recycling
�Reduces waste going into landfills, which in the long run means less landfills
�Reduces need to harvest new materials

� Don’t need to cut as many trees
� Don’t need to use resources to obtain steel and aluminum, other metals
� Less need for petroleum to make plastics

5 Recycling
�Can be done anywhere

�Must have a system in place to both collect, sort, and process materials

�For most recycling systems, people must be active participants in sorting recyclables

6 Composting
�Depends on allowing organic matter to biodegrade through aerobic decomposition

� Aerobic=In the presence of oxygen
� Anaerobic decomposition results in disagreeable odors

� Decomposition mostly done by bacteria
� Some animals (insects, worms) also participate

7 Composting
�Composting agents consume our organic waste, producing heat and nutrient-rich compost

� This compost can be used as fertilizer

�Ratio of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and water must be carefully controlled
� Air may be pumped in to maintain oxygen
� Fastest decomposition happens when Carbon:Nitrogen ratio is about 25 to 1.

8 Composting
�Carbon:Nitrogen ratio controlled by which materials are put together to compost

� Carbon-rich:  autumn leaves, paper, wood chips
� Nitrogen-rich: green leaves, grass clippings, fruit and vegetable scraps

9 Composting
�Can be done at an industrial scale, or just in the home

�Can reduce waste going into landfills
�Composted material must be used, or else it will just take up space
�Requires sorting

10 Incineration
�Waste exposed to a very high temperature
�Especially useful for biomedical waste and certain hazardous wastes
�Reduces volume of waste by up to 95%

� Usually closer to 50%
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�Heat from combustion can be used to create electricity

11

12 Incineration
�Incineration by-products

� Hazardous ash after combustion
� Greenhouse gasses
� Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides
� Dioxins and furans, harmful chemicals into the air

�Some countries prefer this method for managing municipal solid waste
� Japan, Sweden, Denmark

13 Deep Well Injection
�Used for liquid wastes

� Industrial
� Chemical
� Mining
� Petroleum

�Liquid is forced into reservoirs called injection zones deep beneath the surface of the earth
� Deep wells lie below aquifers, deeper than 2000 feet

14 Deep Well Injection
�Material being deposited must not react with the rock that makes up the injection zone

�Injection zone must be isolated from aquifers (surrounded by aquitards)

15

16 Deep Well Injection
�Liquids must be treated for removal of contaminants and solids

�Organic materials can lead to bacteria growth

�Injection of material into the earth can affect stability of overlying rock
� Can be a concern in seismically-active areas (places with lots of earthquakes)

17 Sanitary landfill
�Buried in the ground under a specially designed tarp

� Potential hazards include leachate - mineralized liquid with bacteria may enter the groundwater system

�Escape of methane gas which is a by-product of the decomposition
� Can also be harnessed and used as an energy resource

18

19 Site selection for landfills
�Topographic relief

� Best sites are top of the hills

�Location of groundwater
� Favorable for deep GW table

�Amount of precipitation
� Areas of low precipitation

�Type of soil and rock
� Example the two figures on the previous page

�Relationship to water flow
� No thru flow of water

20
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21 Site Selection Guidelines
�Good aquifer materials – limestone, sand, fractured rocks are bad locations

�Swampy areas and flood plains are bad locations due to the low drainage and passage of water

�Close to coast and high hydraulic conductivity make bad locations

�Clay pits and flat areas are good choices

22

23 Federal Legislation and Landfills
�Location of landfills must not be in or on floodplains, wetlands, unstable lands, earthquake fault zones, or near airports

�Construction must include liners and leachate collection systems

�Groundwater must be monitored for toxic chemicals

�Must meet financial assurance criteria to ensure continued monitoring
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LESSON 2   WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES

VOCABULARY

� Aerobic
� Anaerobic
� Aquifers
� Aquitards
� Biodegrade
� Clean gas 
� Combustion 
� Compacted 
� Composting agents 
� Conductivity
� Contaminants 
� Decomposition 
� Dioxins
� Furans
� Greenhouse gases 
� Hazardous
� Hydraulic
� Incineration
� Injection zones 
� Landfills 
� Leachate
� Liners
� Organic matter 
� Organic waste 
� Particulates
� Precipitation 
� Recyclables 
� Recycling
� Reservoirs
� Scrubber
� Seismic 
� Sludge
� Topographic
� Vadose
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Garbology 
 
Ohio Academic Content Standards 
Ohio Department of Education, Center for Curriculum and Assessment, Office of 
Curriculum and Instruction 

Grades: 9-10 
 

Lesson 2  Waste Management Technologies 

 

Science 

01. Earth and Space Sciences 

Students demonstrate an understanding about how Earth systems and processes interact 

in the geosphere resulting in the habitability of Earth. This includes demonstrating an 

understanding of the composition of the universe, the solar system and Earth. In addition, 

it includes understanding the properties and the interconnected nature of Earth's systems, 

processes that shape Earth and Earth's history. Students also demonstrate an 

understanding of how the concepts and principles of energy, matter, motion and forces 

explain Earth systems, the solar system and the universe. Finally, they grasp an 

understanding of the historical perspectives, scientific approaches and emerging scientific 

issues associated with Earth and space sciences.  

 

02. Life Sciences 

Students demonstrate an understanding of how living systems function and how they 

interact with the physical environment. This includes an understanding of the cycling of 

matter and flow of energy in living systems. An understanding of the characteristics, 

structure and function of cells, organisms and living systems will be developed. Students 

will also develop a deeper understanding of the principles of heredity, biological 

evolution, and the diversity and interdependence of life. Students demonstrate an 

understanding of different historical perspectives, scientific approaches and emerging 

scientific issues associated with the life sciences.  
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04. Science and Technology 

Students recognize that science and technology are interconnected and that using 

technology involves assessment of the benefits, risks and costs. Students should build 

scientific and technological knowledge, as well as the skill required to design and 

construct devices. In addition, they should develop the processes to solve problems and 

understand that problems may be solved in several ways.  

 

 

Math 

05. Data Analysis and Probability 

Students pose questions and collect, organize, represent, interpret and analyze data to 

answer those questions. Students develop and evaluate inferences, predictions and 

arguments that are based on data.  

 

06. Mathematical Processes 

Students use mathematical processes and knowledge to solve problems. Students apply 

problem-solving and decision-making techniques, and communicate mathematical ideas. 

The benchmarks for mathematical processes articulate what students should demonstrate 

in problem solving, representation, communication, reasoning and connections at key 

points in their mathematics program. Specific grade-level indicators have not been 

included for the mathematical processes standard because content and processes should 

be interconnected at the indicator level. Therefore, mathematical processes have been 

embedded within the grade-level indicators for the five content standards.  
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Hazardous WasteHazardous Waste

Hazardous Waste Management

� Creation of new chemical compounds increased dramatically 
in last few years

� U.S. generates more than 150 million metric tons of 
hazardous waste each year
� In 1979, this number was just over 30 million metric tons 

according to the EPA
� As much as half this waste was carelessly dumped

�Now illegal due to Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), passed in 1976

�1000 new chemicals every year in the market of 50,000 chemicals

Most of these are hazardous to human life

Examples of products we use and potentially 
hazardous waste they produce

�Barrels on the surface leak into the surface

�Liquid chemical waste in lagoons or ponds may leak

�Liquid waste illegal dumped on the roadsides

U
ncontrolled dum

ping of chem
ical w

aste
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� Landfill leakage and runoff
� Air emission from evaporation of lagoons
� Leaks from buried containers
� Percolation and seepage of waste into soil and ground water

W
aste P

ollutant P
athw

ays E
ntering the E

arth S
ystem

Alternatives to Disposal

Materials Management
� Source reduction

� Reduction of amount or toxicity of waste

� Recycling and resource recovery
� Reuse of materials for different manufacturing 

processes

� Treatment
� A physical or chemical change in composition of the 

waste to reduce its toxic characteristics

Radioactive Waste Management

� Low-level radioactive waste
� Materials containing small amounts of radioactive 

substances
� Residuals from chemical processing, solid or liquid 

plant waste, sludges, contaminated equipment

� High-level radioactive waste
� Materials containing large quantities of 

radioactive substances
� Spent fuel assemblies from nuclear reactors
� Materials from weapons production

Disposal of Low-level Radioactive Waste

� Does not generate much heat and must be isolated from 
environment for at least 500 yrs.
� “dilute and disperse” has been U.S. philosophy

� 15 main sites in WA, OH, NM, NV, MO, IL, TN, KY, SC, 
and NY

� Several sites proven to be inadequate

� Geology and hydrology of potential waste site play 
major role in containing low-level radioactive waste
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Suitable Conditions for Burial

� Low rainfall
� Deep water table
� Modest soil hydraulic conductivity
� Slow moving groundwater
� Homogeneous geology
� Low erosion in area
� Absence of exploitable resources
� Absence of surface water
� Low probability of volcanic or earthquake 

activity
� Adequate buffer zone

Disposal of High-level Radioactive Waste

� Materials from nuclear reactors have long half-lives
� Time for radioactivity to be reduced to ½ its 

original level
� Strontium-90 (half-life – 28 yrs)
� Plutonium-239 (half-life 24,000 yrs)

� At least 10 half-lives required for material to be 
considered “safe”
� Sr-90 “safe” in 280 yrs
� Pu-239 “safe” in 240,000 yrs

Disposal in Geologic Environment

Geologic disposal development objectives
� Identify sites with tectonic stability and slow moving 

groundwater

� Determine current and future geologic and hydrologic 
characteristics

� Evaluation of risks associated with geologic change and 
are they acceptable to political and societal standards

Single US Storage Site
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Geologic Characteristics of Yucca Mtn.
�1,200-ft high flat-topped volcanic ridge 

extending 6 miles from N to S

�Comprised of “tuff” - compacted volcanic ash 
formed more than 13 mya

�Desert climate and receives about 6 - 7 in of 
rain and snow per year with deep water table

�Built approximately 1,000 feet below the land 
surface and 1,000 feet above the water table

Yucca Mountain, Nevada

� Storage of “spent nuclear 
fuel” and high-level 
radioactive wastes for at 
least 10,000 yrs

� in solid form such as 
metals, ceramics, and 
glass with small 
amounts of radioactive 
gases

Yucca Mountain Design

�Industrial wastes buried and 
then built over led to severe 
health problems.

�In the infrared photo the blue 
area running down the center 
is a chemical waste land that 
is extremely carcinogenic.

�Love Canal led to the Federal 
Superfund- a pool of money 
dedicated to cleaning industrial 
dumping sites.

Love Canal, New York
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1 Hazardous Waste
2 Hazardous Waste Management

� Creation of new chemical compounds increased dramatically in last few years

� U.S. generates more than 150 million metric tons of hazardous waste each year
� In 1979, this number was just over 30 million metric tons according to the EPA
� As much as half this waste was carelessly dumped

� Now illegal due to Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), passed in 1976

3

4

5

6 Alternatives to Disposal

Materials Management
� Source reduction

� Reduction of amount or toxicity of waste

� Recycling and resource recovery
� Reuse of materials for different manufacturing processes

� Treatment
� A physical or chemical change in composition of the waste to reduce its toxic characteristics

7 Radioactive Waste Management

� Low-level radioactive waste
� Materials containing small amounts of radioactive substances
� Residuals from chemical processing, solid or liquid plant waste, sludges, contaminated equipment

� High-level radioactive waste
� Materials containing large quantities of radioactive substances
� Spent fuel assemblies from nuclear reactors
� Materials from weapons production

8 Disposal of Low-level Radioactive Waste

� Does not generate much heat and must be isolated from environment for at least 500 yrs.
� “dilute and disperse” has been U.S. philosophy

� 15 main sites in WA, OH, NM, NV, MO, IL, TN, KY, SC, and NY

� Several sites proven to be inadequate

� Geology and hydrology of potential waste site play major role in containing low-level radioactive waste

9 Suitable Conditions for Burial

� Low rainfall
� Deep water table
� Modest soil hydraulic conductivity
� Slow moving groundwater
� Homogeneous geology
� Low erosion in area
� Absence of exploitable resources
� Absence of surface water
� Low probability of volcanic or earthquake activity
� Adequate buffer zone

10 Disposal of High-level Radioactive Waste

� Materials from nuclear reactors have long half-lives
� Time for radioactivity to be reduced to ½ its original level
� Strontium-90 (half-life – 28 yrs)
� Plutonium-239 (half-life 24,000 yrs)
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� At least 10 half-lives required for material to be considered “safe”
� Sr-90 “safe” in 280 yrs
� Pu-239 “safe” in 240,000 yrs

11 Disposal in Geologic Environment

Geologic disposal development objectives
� Identify sites with tectonic stability and slow moving groundwater

� Determine current and future geologic and hydrologic characteristics

� Evaluation of risks associated with geologic change and are they acceptable to political and societal standards

12

13 Geologic Characteristics of Yucca Mtn.
�1,200-ft high flat-topped volcanic ridge extending 6 miles from N to S

�Comprised of “tuff” - compacted volcanic ash formed more than 13 mya

�Desert climate and receives about 6 - 7 in of rain and snow per year with deep water 
table

�Built approximately 1,000 feet below the land surface and 1,000 feet above the water 
table

14 Yucca Mountain, Nevada
� Storage of “spent nuclear fuel” and high-level radioactive wastes for at least 10,000 yrs

� in solid form such as metals, ceramics, and glass with small amounts of radioactive gases

15

16
� Industrial wastes buried and then built over led to severe health problems.

� In the infrared photo the blue area running down the center is a chemical waste land that is extremely carcinogenic.

� Love Canal led to the Federal Superfund- a pool of money dedicated to cleaning industrial dumping sites.
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LESSON 3   HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

VOCABULARY

� Buffer zone 
� Carcinogen
� Caustics
� Conductivity
� Contaminated 
� Dilute
� Disperse
� Exploitable
� Geology
� Half life 
� Hazardous
� Heavy metal 
� Homogeneous 
� Hydraulic
� Hydrology
� Infrared
� Irrigation
� Metric ton 
� Percolation
� Probability
� Radioactive
� Residuals
� Residue
� Seepage
� Solvent
� Superfund
� Tectonic
� Toxicity
� Tuff
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Garbology
Ohio Academic Content Standards 
Ohio Department of Education, Center for Curriculum and Assessment, Office of Curriculum 
and Instruction 
Grades: 9-10 

Lesson 3  Hazardous Waste Management

Science
02. Life Sciences

Students demonstrate an understanding of how living systems function and how they interact 

with the physical environment. This includes an understanding of the cycling of matter and flow 

of energy in living systems. An understanding of the characteristics, structure and function of 

cells, organisms and living systems will be developed. Students will also develop a deeper 

understanding of the principles of heredity, biological evolution, and the diversity and 

interdependence of life. Students demonstrate an understanding of different historical 

perspectives, scientific approaches and emerging scientific issues associated with the life 

sciences.

04. Science and Technology

Students recognize that science and technology are interconnected and that using technology 

involves assessment of the benefits, risks and costs. Students should build scientific and 

technological knowledge, as well as the skill required to design and construct devices. In 

addition, they should develop the processes to solve problems and understand that problems may 

be solved in several ways.
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Math

05. Data Analysis and Probability

Students pose questions and collect, organize, represent, interpret and analyze data to answer 

those questions. Students develop and evaluate inferences, predictions and arguments that are 

based on data.

06. Mathematical Processes

Students use mathematical processes and knowledge to solve problems. Students apply problem-

solving and decision-making techniques, and communicate mathematical ideas. The benchmarks 

for mathematical processes articulate what students should demonstrate in problem solving, 

representation, communication, reasoning and connections at key points in their mathematics 

program. Specific grade-level indicators have not been included for the mathematical processes 

standard because content and processes should be interconnected at the indicator level. 

Therefore, mathematical processes have been embedded within the grade-level indicators for the 

five content standards.
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Waste Management
Review

Urban Waste Management

� Ancient Egypt, circa 2100BCE
� Wealthy have trash collected to be 

dumped in Nile River
� Athens, Greece, around 500BCE

� Enacts first municipal dumping regulations
� All garbage required to be dumped at 

least one mile outside city walls
� What do both of these methods have in 

common?
� Columbus, OH, around 2006

� Most of our municipal solid waste goes to 
the SWACO sanitary landfill
�3,500 tons of trash each and every 

day!
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Recycling
� Reduces waste going into 

landfills
� Reduces raw materials

extraction
� Reduces lumbering 

� Paper can be 
recycled ~8-9X 
before fibers get too 
short to stick to one 
another)

� Reduces mining of 
metals
� Landfills can be 

mined for metals
� Reduces petroleum to 

make plastics
� Only certain plastics 

can be recycled

Incineration
� Waste exposed to a 

very high temperature
� Especially useful for 

biomedical waste and 
certain hazardous 
wastes

� Reduces volume of 
waste by up to 95%
� Usually closer to 

50%
� Heat from combustion 

can be used to create 
electricity

Incineration
� Incineration by-products

� Hazardous ash after 
combustion

� Greenhouse gasses
� Sulfur dioxide and 

nitrogen oxides
� Dioxins and furans, 

harmful chemicals into 
the air

� Some countries prefer this 
method for managing 
municipal solid waste
� Japan, Sweden, 

Denmark
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Composting
� Organic matter allowed to biodegrade aerobically

� Aerobic = the presence of oxygen/little odor
� Anaerobic = no oxygen/disagreeable odors

� Decomposition mostly done by bacteria
� Also some small animals

� Fastest decomposition happens when Carbon:Nitrogen ratio 
is about 25 to 1
� Carbon:Nitrogen ratio controlled by which materials are 

put together to compost

Deep Well Injection

� Used for liquid wastes
� Industrial/Chemical

� Liquid is forced into reservoirs called injection zones deep 
beneath the surface of the earth
� Deep wells lie below aquifers, deeper than 2000 feet

Site selection for landfills
� Topographic relief

� Best sites are top of the hills

� Location of groundwater
� Favorable for deep GW table

� Amount of precipitation
� Areas of low precipitation

� Type of soil and rock
� Example the two figures on the previous page

� Relationship to water flow
� No thru flow of water
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Federal Legislation and Landfills
� Location of landfills must not be in or on 

floodplains, wetlands, unstable lands, earthquake 
fault zones, or near airports

� Construction must include liners and leachate 
collection systems

� Groundwater must be monitored for toxic 
chemicals

� Must meet financial assurance criteria to ensure 
continued monitoring

Hazardous Waste Properties
� Ignitable- Burns easily, readily combustible

� Gasoline, oil, paint, furniture polish
� Reactive- Creates new hazardous compounds, 

possibly explosions
� Ammonia + bleach = Poisonous gas

� Corrosive- eats away at substances
� Most acids (from batteries, chemical 

processing)
� Toxic- Harmful to human health, damaging to 

the environment
� Biomedical waste, many chemicals, heavy 

metals

Hazardous Waste Pathways
� Inhalation- Breathing in of toxic gasses or vapors

� Fumes from a chemical reaction, gasses from 
an incinerator

� Ingestion- Eating or drinking a hazardous 
substance
� Contaminated ground water, lead paint chips, 

mercury in fish
� Dermal Exposure- Skin absorbs hazardous 

substances
� Spilling acid, touching chemicals

Hazardous Waste 
Management

� Incineration
� Burning of waste, leaves behind ash, creates gas 

by-products
� Deep-Well Injection

� Only good for liquid wastes, cannot do in 
seismically active areas

� Surface Impoundment
� Must line lagoon to prevent leachate from getting 

into aquifers, vapors can evaporate into air
� Secure Landfills

� Waste must be prepared before burial, site 
monitored for leachate leaking into watershed
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Nuclear Waste
� Low-level Waste

� Anything that comes into contact with high level 
waste

� Low levels of radioactivity
� Dilute and Disperse (15 sites across US)

� High-level Waste
� From nuclear power plants, weapon manufacturing
� Waste currently stored on-site where generated
� Long-term plan is to move is to Yucca Mountain, 

Nevada
� Concentrate and Contain
� No waste is currently stored at Yucca Mountain

Love Canal and Superfund
� Chemical waste dumping 1920

to early 1950’s
� Before Resource 

Conservation and Recovery 
Act regulated hazardous 
waste disposal

� Not a secure landfill
� Dirt filled in canal, homes built 

on top
� Illnesses began in 1970’s 

following heavy rains
� Superfund Act passed in 1980

� In response to Love Canal 
tragedy

� Manages cleanup of old 
industrial waste sites that 
weren’t previously regulated

E-waste
� Electronics have many hazardous substances

� Leaded glass in TV’s and monitors
� Cell phone batteries often times contain 

cadmium (NaCd battery)
� Flame retardant chemical coating wires, cables, 

and plastic is toxic
� Circuit boards made from hazardous materials, 

contain lead solder
� Hundreds of millions of pounds of material 

recovered from e-waste each year
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1

Waste Management
Review

2 Urban Waste Management
� Ancient Egypt, circa 2100BCE

� Wealthy have trash collected to be dumped in Nile River
� Athens, Greece, around 500BCE

� Enacts first municipal dumping regulations
� All garbage required to be dumped at least one mile outside city walls
� What do both of these methods have in common?

� Columbus, OH, around 2006
� Most of our municipal solid waste goes to the SWACO sanitary landfill

� 3,500 tons of trash each and every day!

3

4

5

6 Recycling
� Reduces waste going into landfills
� Reduces raw materials extraction

� Reduces lumbering 
� Paper can be recycled ~8-9X before fibers get too short to stick to one another)

� Reduces mining of metals
� Landfills can be mined for metals

� Reduces petroleum to make plastics
� Only certain plastics can be recycled

7 Incineration
� Waste exposed to a very high temperature
� Especially useful for biomedical waste and certain hazardous wastes
� Reduces volume of waste by up to 95%

� Usually closer to 50%
� Heat from combustion can be used to create electricity

8 Incineration
� Incineration by-products

� Hazardous ash after combustion
� Greenhouse gasses
� Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides
� Dioxins and furans, harmful chemicals into the air

� Some countries prefer this method for managing municipal solid waste
� Japan, Sweden, Denmark

9 Composting
� Organic matter allowed to biodegrade aerobically

� Aerobic = the presence of oxygen/little odor
� Anaerobic = no oxygen/disagreeable odors

� Decomposition mostly done by bacteria
� Also some small animals

� Fastest decomposition happens when Carbon:Nitrogen ratio is about 25 to 1
� Carbon:Nitrogen ratio controlled by which materials are put together to compost

10 Deep Well Injection
� Used for liquid wastes

� Industrial/Chemical
� Liquid is forced into reservoirs called injection zones deep beneath the surface of the earth

� Deep wells lie below aquifers, deeper than 2000 feet

11
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12 Site selection for landfills
� Topographic relief

� Best sites are top of the hills

� Location of groundwater
� Favorable for deep GW table

� Amount of precipitation
� Areas of low precipitation

� Type of soil and rock
� Example the two figures on the previous page

� Relationship to water flow
� No thru flow of water

13 Federal Legislation and Landfills
� Location of landfills must not be in or on floodplains, wetlands, unstable lands, earthquake fault zones, or near airports

� Construction must include liners and leachate collection systems

� Groundwater must be monitored for toxic chemicals

� Must meet financial assurance criteria to ensure continued monitoring

14 Hazardous Waste Properties
� Ignitable- Burns easily, readily combustible

� Gasoline, oil, paint, furniture polish
� Reactive- Creates new hazardous compounds, possibly explosions

� Ammonia + bleach = Poisonous gas
� Corrosive- eats away at substances

� Most acids (from batteries, chemical processing)
� Toxic- Harmful to human health, damaging to the environment

� Biomedical waste, many chemicals, heavy metals

15 Hazardous Waste Pathways
� Inhalation- Breathing in of toxic gasses or vapors

� Fumes from a chemical reaction, gasses from an incinerator
� Ingestion- Eating or drinking a hazardous substance

� Contaminated ground water, lead paint chips, mercury in fish
� Dermal Exposure- Skin absorbs hazardous substances

� Spilling acid, touching chemicals

16 Hazardous Waste Management
� Incineration

� Burning of waste, leaves behind ash, creates gas by-products
� Deep-Well Injection

� Only good for liquid wastes, cannot do in seismically active areas
� Surface Impoundment

� Must line lagoon to prevent leachate from getting into aquifers, vapors can evaporate into air
� Secure Landfills

� Waste must be prepared before burial, site monitored for leachate leaking into watershed

17 Nuclear Waste
� Low-level Waste

� Anything that comes into contact with high level waste
� Low levels of radioactivity
� Dilute and Disperse (15 sites across US)

� High-level Waste
� From nuclear power plants, weapon manufacturing
� Waste currently stored on-site where generated
� Long-term plan is to move is to Yucca Mountain, Nevada

� Concentrate and Contain
� No waste is currently stored at Yucca Mountain

18 Love Canal and Superfund
� Chemical waste dumping 1920 to early 1950’s

� Before Resource Conservation and Recovery Act regulated hazardous waste disposal
� Not a secure landfill

� Dirt filled in canal, homes built on top
� Illnesses began in 1970’s following heavy rains
� Superfund Act passed in 1980

� In response to Love Canal tragedy
� Manages cleanup of old industrial waste sites that weren’t previously regulated
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19 E-waste
� Electronics have many hazardous substances

� Leaded glass in TV’s and monitors
� Cell phone batteries often times contain cadmium (NaCd battery)
� Flame retardant chemical coating wires, cables, and plastic is toxic
� Circuit boards made from hazardous materials, contain lead solder

� Hundreds of millions of pounds of material recovered from e-waste each year
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Sort Activity 
THE CHALLENGE:
To change our 
worldview of waste.

THE PROBLEM:
Over 3,000 tons of garbage is hauled each day to the Central Ohio Landfill located in 
Grove City just south of Columbus. By current projections the sanitary landfill will be 
full before the 9th and 10th graders of Columbus Schools celebrate their 25th birthdays. 
We need to change how we waste and how much we waste. To do this we must first 
understand what we waste now. 

The Garbology Sort was developed thirty, years ago at the University of Arizona by Dr. 
William Rathje and his students.   

� The Sort collects information about what is in a bag of garbage that in turn 
provides quantitative data that can be compared to existing data and future data.   

� The Sort data provides insight about actual behavior versus perceived behavior.
� The Sort provides students with a starting point for change. 

QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE THOUGHT
� What is taking up the most room in 

Sanitary Landfills? Paper – Plastic -- 
Glass -- Food Waste  [Answer: Paper.  
Paper makes up almost 50% of 
landfills] 

� How much food is wasted each day in 
the school cafeteria? 

� How long does it take a hot dog to compost in a sanitary landfill? [One answer: 40 
year old hot dogs were found in the Freshkill Sanitary Landfill in New Jersey] 

� Do construction materials get dumped in Sanitary Landfills? [Answer: No, 
construction debris is hauled to separate non-sanitary landfills] 

� What does a dumpster load 20 ft by 10 ft by 10 ft of Styrofoam weigh vs. an 
identical dumpster of paper? Since garbage haulers are charged by weight how 
does a dumpster of Styrofoam relate to a dumpster of paper or mixed garbage? 
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� Where are sanitary landfills located and what are some of the factors considered 
when choosing a landfill location? [Some possible answers: a) cost of land, b) 
availability of land, c) geology of land, and c) economic status of area] 

MATERIALS: QUANTITIES PROPORTIONED FOR A CLASS OF 20 STUDENTS = 5 TEAMS

5 bags of garbage (1 bag per team of 4) [the garbage can come from teachers, the 
students themselves, the cafeteria, the classroom trashcans] Make sure that the address on 
all mail is removed. 
2 scales [bathroom scale that can register above 20lb/9kgrm] 
5 large garbage cans or toters [designate each toter for a specific type of waste] 
2 scales [baker’s scale that can register up to 5lb/2.3kgrm] 
5 Large Boxes (like a banker’s box) (1 per team. Line them with a plaster garbage bag) 
5 Aluminum pans (1 per team) 
5 Clipboards (1 per team) 
10 Laminated Garbage Code Lists (2 per team) 
15 Recording Sheets (at least 3 per team)
20 Plastic disposable aprons 
20 Pairs of Latex gloves (note: some students are allergic to latex) 
Pencils for each team 

ACTIVITY:
Recording
1. Introduce students to Garbage Code List 

& Recording Sheet 
2. Delve into classroom trash bin and pull 

out a piece of garbage and have students 
find the number on the Code List 
(example: Crackers: Code #: 063) 

3. Show the students how to fill in the 
Recording Sheet using example 

4. Repeat until the students are comfortable 
with Recording Sheet. 

Prepping for the Sort 
1. Divide the class into groups of 3-4 

students per team 
2. Provide a bag of garbage for each team 
3. Provide a clipboard with pencil for each 

team 
4. Provide a laminated Garbage Code List 

and Recording Sheets for each team 
5. Provide an aluminum pan for each team 
6. Provide latex gloves and a plastic apron 

to each student. 
7. Place one bag of garbage on each team’s table 
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General Sorting 
1. Weigh entire garbage bag on larger 

scale and record weight 
2. Weigh large box and aluminum pans, 

empty, record weight  
3. Make a general Sort: 

Paper/Plastic/Glass/Food waste/Other 
4. Place Food waste in Aluminum pan and 

weigh on smaller scale 
5. Place all other sorted items by type in 

large box and weigh each type (i.e
paper/plastic/glass/other)

6. Record weights and be sure to subtract 
weight of empty container 

Specific Sorting 
1. Throw out food waste in designated 

garbage can 
2. Take out all paper and begin to record 

individual pieces or groups [1 magazine 
or 12 magazines Code #: 183] 

3. When finished throw away all paper in 
marked garbage toter 

4. Repeat process for each piece of garbage 
[see attached Recording Sheet] 

Sorting Data 
1. Add up all weights 
2. Look for variation between different bags 

of garbage 
3. Look for overall trends 
4. Discuss what students took away from 

activity. 

Effecting Change 
1. Discuss how we change what we waste. 
2. Bring in other teachers and subjects into program 
3. Bring representative of Trash Hauling Company to 

school to discuss possible areas of change within school 
4. Recycle – Design and Implement a recycling program 

in school 
5. Reduce – Track food waste over the course of a 

semester and challenge the students to reduce the 
amount 

6. Rethink – Help students explore ways we can all 
rethink our waste behavior. 
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University of Arizona GARBAGE ITEM CODE LIST 2007 

BEEF/HAM............................. 001�
OTHER�MEAT�(not�bacon)...... 002�
CHICKEN................................ 003�
OTHER�POULTRY ................... 004�
FISH�(fresh,�frozen,�canned,�or�dried)
.............................................. 005�
CRUSTACEANS�&�MOLLUSKS . 006�
VEGETARIAN�SUBSTITUTES.... 007�
UNKNOWN�MEAT.................. 008�
�
CHEESE.................................. 010�
MILK�(also�soy�and�rice)......... 011�
ICE�CREAM�(also�ice�milk,�sherbet,�
sorbet) .................................. 012�
OTHER�DAIRY�(not�butter) ..... 013�
EGGS�(regular,�powdered,�liquid)014�
�
BEANS�(not�green)............... 015�
NUTS ................................... 016�
PEANUT�BUTTER.................. 017�
FATS:�Saturated�(butter)...... 018�
� Unsaturated�(margarine)019�
� Bacon,�Saltpork.......... 020�
� Meat�Trimmings......... 021�
CORN�(also�cornmeal/masa) 022�
FLOUR�(also�pancake�mix) ... 023�
RICE..................................... 024�
OTHER�GRAINS�(barley,�wheat�germ,�
flax)..................................... 025�
PASTA ................................. 026�
BREAD:�white ...................... 027�
� wheat,�rye,�dark,�etc 028�
TORTILLAS�(corn�&�flour) ..... 029�
DRY�CEREAL:�regular............ 030�
� High�Sugar�(1st�ingred.)031�
COOKED�CEREAL.................. 032�
CRACKERS ........................... 033�
CHIPS .................................. 034�
�
UNKNOWN�PRODUCE.......... 040�
FRESH�VEGETABLES ............. 041�
CANNED/DRIED�VEGETABLES042�
FROZEN�VEGETABLES........... 043�
POTATO�PEEL ...................... 044�
FRESH�FRUIT........................ 045�
CANNED/DRIED�FRUIT......... 046�
FROZEN�FRUIT ..................... 047�
FRUIT�PEEL .......................... 048�
RELISH,�PICKLES,�OLIVES ...... 049�
�
SYRUP,�HONEY,�JELLIES,�JAMS,�
MOLASSES,�TOPPINGS......... 051�
PASTRIES�(cookies,�cakes,�dessert��
mixes,�pies,�etc)................... 052�
SUGAR................................. 053�
ARTIFICIAL�SWEETNERS ....... 054�
CANDY ................................ 055�
SALT .................................... 056�
SPICES�&�FLAVORINGS......... 057�
BACKING�ADDITIVES............ 058�

POPSICLES............................060�
PUDDING.............................061�
GELATIN�(jello).....................062�
Instant�BREAKFAST ..............063�
DIPS.....................................064�
NON�DAIRY�CREAMER/WHIPS065�
HEALTH�FOODS....................066�
�
SLOPS ..................................069�
�
COFFEE:�Regular...................070�
� Decaf ......................071�
� Exotic......................072�
TEA ......................................073�
CHOCOLATE�DRINK�MIX .......074�
FRUIT�OR�VEGETABLE�DRINK 075�
FRUIT�JUICE�CONCENTRATE .076�
FRUIT�DRINK�(pwdr/liquid) ..077�
SODA:�Diet...........................078�
� Regular.......................079�
COCKTAIL�MIX:�Carbonated .080�
� Non�carbonated .........081�
� Powdered...................082�
� Pre�mixed�alcoholic ....083�
HARD�LIQUOR......................084�
WINE ...................................085�
BEER ....................................086�
�
BABY�FOOD�&�JUICE.............087�
BABY�CEREAL .......................088�
BABY�FORMULA:�Liquid .......089�
� Powdered...................090�
�
PET�FOOD:�Dry .....................091�
� Canned/Packaged.......092�
�
FROZEN�DINNERS.................094�
TAKE�AWAY�MEALS..............095�
SOUPS .................................096�
GRAVY�&�SPECIALTY�SAUCES097�
PREPARED�MEALS�packaged 098�
�
VITAMINS�&�SUPPLEMENTS .100�
PRESCRIBED�DRUGS.............101�
ASPIRIN/IBPROPHEN ...........102�
DIET�STIMULENTS ................103�
COMMERCIAL�REMEDIES .....104�
ILLICIT�DRUGS ......................105�
RX�PARAPHENALIA...............106�
ILLICIT�PARAPHENALIA.........107�
CONTRACEPTIVES:�Male ......108�
� Female .......................109�
DIAPERS...............................111�
BANDAIDS/BANDAGES ........112�
FEMININE�SANITARY�ITEMS .113�
COSMETICS ..........................114�
�
CIGARETTES:�Butts ...............123�
� Pack ...........................124�
� Carton ........................125�

CIGARS ................................ 126�
TOBACCO�(loose,�chewing) .. 127�
ROLLING�PAPERS,�PIPES....... 128�
�
HOUSEHOLD�CLEANERS: ...... 131��
� Cleaning�tools ............ 132�
MAINTENANCE�TOOLS/ITEMS133�
COOKING�&�SERVING�ITEMS 134�
TISSUE�&�CONTAINER .......... 135�
TOILET�PAPER�&�CONTAINER136�
NAPKIN�&�CONTAINER......... 137�
PAPER�TOWEL�&�CONTAINER138�
PLASTIC�WRAP�&�CONTAINER139�
BAGS�(Paper�or�plastic)........ 140�
BAG�CONTAINER.................. 141�
ALUMINUM�SHEETS............. 142�
ALUMINUM�FOIL�&�
CONTAINER ......................... 143�
WAX�PAPER�&�CONTAINER .. 144�
�
MECHANICAL�TOOLS ........... 147�
ELECTRICAL�APPLIANCES ....... 148�
AUTO�SUPPLIES ..................... 149�
FURNITURE............................ 150�
�
CLOTHING:�Child.................... 151�
� Adult.......................... 152�
CLOTHING�CARE�ITEMS.......... 153�
DRY�CLEANING/LAUNDRY ..... 154�
JEWELRY................................ 164�
�
PET�MAINTENANCE ............... 155�
PET�TOYS............................... 156�
�
RECEIPTS ............................... 157�
HOBBY�ITEMS........................ 158�
PHOTO�SUPPLIES ................... 159�
HOLIDAY�DECORATIONS........ 160�
GENERAL�DECORATIONS ....... 161�
GARDEN�SUPPLIES................. 162�
OFFIC�SUPPLIES ..................... 163�
�
SCHOOL�PAPERS.................... 171�
EDUCATION�TEXT�BOOKS ...... 172�
GAMES/TOYS:�Educational .... 173�
� Child�Amusement....... 175�
� Adult�Amusement...... 178�
BOOKS:�Children.................... 174�
� Adult�non�fiction........ 176�
� Adult�fiction ............... 177�
NEWSPAPERS:�Local .............. 181�
� Regional/National/Oth
er� 182�
NEWSLETTERS ....................... 183�
MAGAZINES:�General ............ 184�
� Special�Interest .......... 185�
CATALOGS............................. 186�
�
MISCELLANEOUS�(specify�on�
back�of�log�sheet) .................. 190�
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Garbology Project Short Form

Date: Town/City:
School:
Grade:

Total Wt of Bag:

Total Wt of Glass:

Total Wt of Paper:

Total Wt of Plastic:

Total Wt of Metal:

Total Wt of Discarded Food:

Total Wt of Everything Else:

 The garbage you are measuring represents a fraction of your 
school's daily recyclable footprint.

What are the ways you can reduce your school's 
footprint?
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Garbology Project Long Form

Date: Town/City: Page/page
Total Wt of Bag: Total Wt of Plastic:
Total Wt of Glass: Total Wt of Ceramic:
Total Wt of Paper: Total Wt of Metal:

Total Wt of Discarded Food:

Code How Many? Type Orig. WT Cost Material Comp. Brand Name Discard WT
on Pkg?

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Material Compositions include: Glass, Plastic, Ceramic, Paper, Metal, Food Waste, Wood, Fabric, Leather, Mixed 
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Human Graphing 
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM LINKS

Connecticut�Resources�Recovery�Authority�Museums�
The�CRRA�has�two�museums�that�host�exhibits�on�waste�management�and�recycled�
art�in�Hartford�and�Stratford,�Connecticut.�
�

Exploring�Environmental�Issues:�Municipal�Solid�Waste�
*�
"����+������������,�!��
������-����
��������-������
��*�
������.//0�

This�publication�takes�its�lead�from�the�1994�Environmental�Protection�
Agency’s�Executive�Order.��Eight�lesson�plans�are�presented�covering�issues�of�
waste�recycling,�reduction,�composting,�landfills�and�potential�solutions.�
�

Habitat�for�Humanity�Youth�Programs�
���1��������������
����
����
�������23����45567�

%��������
��%�������������
������
���
����������������������������
����

������%�������!�
�����������������������������
���������

������
���
������

����
���������

�
Keep�America�Beautiful�
���1������ ���
���23����45567�

Keep�America�Beautiful�has�local�programs�and�opportunities�to�help�recycling�
and�waste�reduction�in�your�community.�
�

SWACO�Educational�Resource�Library�
���1������
�
���!����8����)��
��������'�23����45567�

The�SWACO�online�resource�library�posts�educational�opportunities�in�and�
around�Central�Ohio�and�has�a�video�and�book�lending�library�for�educators.�

�
Windows�on�Waste�
9��
�(���������
��	�������)��
������29(	)7��:��������
���455.�

This�publication�targets�grades�4�6�and�presents�seven�lesson�plans�with�
multiple�activities�for�each,�including�Lifecycle�Bingo,�composting�and�
papermaking.�

�

�

�
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

Content Area Suggested Activity

HISTORY – SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Concept Activity

Negotiating recycling benefits to a 
class/school etc. 

Students will need to negotiate 
how much they will receive from 

recycling organization. 

Economics of purchasing 
recycled materials; cheaper, 

supply + demand, etc. 

Reasons for packaging 

Dirty Jobs – worm farms 

Web Interface – Timeline in Classroom 

Addressing the issue of environmental 
discrimination – What drives the siting of 

dumps and landfills 

Obtain a current and former 
Franklin County map/aerial 

photos to determine location of 
past and present landfills 

Construct a timeline that shows how 
legislation, the environment movement, 

establishment of the EPA, the First Earth 
Day, have all affected dumps and landfills 

Field trip of internet link to GIS 
materials

Environmental discrimination- why are 
recycling/waste hauling/waste removal 

facilities located in poorer areas? 

Social justice issues 
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

Methods used in the past to discover 
changes

Students create their own 
timeline; trends, placing of events

Timelines can have different 
ranges – start and end points 

"Silent Spring" book 

Track population growth and 
methods

Modern Marvels: Garbage movie 

History of recycling/waste removal Timeline – how history changed 
by trash 

Legislation – landfills, incineration, hazardous 
waste Landfill locations- maps 

Negotiate agreements for 
recycling

Timeline connected with timeline 
of whatever the student is 

interested in, eg. sports, sailing, 
etc.

South side garbage 
See how many cities have south 

side dumps  
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

SCIENCE

Concept Activity

Using landfill gases for energy 
How are gases created; anaerobic organisms, 

compressed natural gas 

How can gases be used/trapped – can create 
biofuel, ethanol

Calorimeter – burn biodiesel, measure 
joules/calories…what could this amount of 

energy power? 

Landfill related groundwater 
contamination Discuss aquifers/water table 

Make leachate containers, have different 
types of materials in each container (gravel, 
soil, clay, etc.) and/or different amounts of 

layers, use different materials to create 
leachate (rotting food, leaking battery, paper, 
motor oil, paint), measure leachate (amt. pH, 

phosphates, etc) 

Determine which types of ground would be 
best for landfills/which materials are 

appropriate

Create clear container allowing leachate to be 
created and big picture to be examined 

How materials are recycled/reprocessed – 
make paper from recycled paper 
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

Study chemical reactions of methane 
production in landfill, make biodiesel;test it 

Chicago – diversion project 

Spudware, compactomater 

Looking at history in more depth 
– past generations 

Make commercials – develop ways to 
persuade (political campaigns, how-to videos, 

games, etc.) 

Compare recycling vs. waste 
techniques in different  

Microbiology – landfill studies – 
anaerobic/CH4/Composting 

Chemistry of waste breakdown 
and decomposition 

History of Garbage (history 
channel video) 

Advances in technology – more 
trash

Link technology to other 
cultures/developments 

Recycling can reduce CO2,
reduce global warming Worm bins 

Aerobic, anaerobic composting Make poster to post around the school/in each 
teacher’s room to encourage recycling 

Incineration process vs. open 
burning
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

Deep well injection 

Radioactive, hazardous waste; 
radioactive decay 

Microturbines – create electricity 
with gas from landfills, become 

self-supporting

Plastics analysis lab 

Composting – biology aspect…deep well 
injection…hazardous waste, connect to water 

cycle

Copping and harvesting landfill gases, energy 
connect
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

MATH

Concept Activity

Correct graphing skills 

Weighing/measuring a cubic yard, what is its 
volume

When will landfills be filled, 
stats

Statistics, weighing, measuring graphs (types 
of waste, breakdown time, radioactive decay) 

Weight of garbage/statistics, 
variable

Cubic yards, filled with maximum compaction 
rate

Rule of 4 Amount of population increase/if recycling rate 
increases

Statistics modeling – predicting 
to make decisions Weighing garbage, average of bags 

Calculate the half-life 
(decomposition of various 

elements and 
compare/contrast)

The half-life of plutonium is approximately 
24,000 years. Contrast, using carbon 14 

dating, determine the half-life of 
potassium/argon.

Arithmetic sequences/series, 
linear functions, making 
predictions and graphs 

Compare/contrast at least 2 waste companies 
in terms of their daily compacted trash rate in 
order to analyze how quickly a landfill is used 

up

Geometric sequences, 
exponential functions, 
predictions and graphs 

Analyzed data – statistics
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

Sequences/series 

Calculating half-life of different elements, 
geometric sequences, determining when a 

substance is safe 

Amount of trash in a landfill each day, 
calculating when the landfill will reach full 

capacity

Is it profitable to start your own 
dump?

Find cost/ton, find out daily tonnage at dump, 
find out increase in cost/ton over past ten 

years
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PAST/SWACO/METRO 
Garbology Teachers Suggestions 

LANGUAGE ARTS 

Concept Activity

Rubbish/household garbage Reflection on activity/poetry 

Advertisements for recycling 

Students develop childrens’ 
book, comic strip, flip book, 
short story, graphic novel to 

educate students of a 
younger age 

Brainstorm, storyboarding, terminology 
development, publishing, share with elm. During 

read across America 

Persuade an organization to 
change their ways of dealing 

with waste 

Persuasive letters to community 
members/councilmen/company/organization

Journalism – interview skills, 
collecting current 

information

Students brainstorm who would be important 
influences of the way we manage waste in central 

Ohio

Create interviews for particular individuals to 
generate information pertinent to recycling or 

waste management 

Then contact and perform interviews, students 
then generate informative articles 
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